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Mr. Erik Nowak  

    Part one Reading ;read this text  and do the activities below. 

                                                                                                                                           132,Mille Street Baytown 
                                                                                                                                       London  

           Stephanie Porter                     
           environmental International  
           Delawar Road Htifield ,  UK 
                                                                                                                                           12 March2019                 
 
   Re:English speaking volunteer                   

  Dear Ms Porter, 

I am writing to apply to work as a volunteer for the environmental awareness event 

which you advertised in the 5th March edition of’’ GO GREEN’’. 

I am 19 years –old university student and I have been involved in community environmental 

issues for several years. In addition, to being an active member of a local environmental group, I 

am in charge of the environment pages in my college newspaper and I produce a weekly 

environmental awareness programme for a local radio station. I have a good knowledge of English, 

I speak Polish fluently and I also have a basic knowledge of German. 

I consider myself to be an outgoing, responsible person who enjoys helping people. I have a 

strong background in environmental issues and I will be available before and during the five- day 

event. I believe these qualities make me an ideal candidate for the position. 

If you feel that my qualifications meet your requirements, I am available for an interview at 

your earliest convenience. I hope you will take my application into consideration and I look 

forward to hearing from you soon. 

Yours faithfully, 

 Eric Nowak 

Part one: A-Reading Comprehension(8pts)                                                                                 

The text is : a) an e-mail b) a letter of enquiry c) a letter of application (1pt) 

2)  Say if these sentences are true or false according to the text (1,5pts) 

a) Erik Nowak is a member in community environmental issues. 

b) Erik Nowak worked in the community for few years. 

c) Erik Nowak is unable for the job. 
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3) Answer the following questions according to the text (3pts) 

a) What is the job position that Erik Nowak applies for? 
b) What are the qualities and skills of Erik Nowak? 

c) Do you think Erik is suitable for the job? Justify 

4) What or who do the underlined words in the text refer to? (1,5pts) 

a) Which (1§)……… b ) Myself(3§)………………… c) You (4§)………………. 

5) In which paragraph Erik Nowak talks about his experience………………..(1pt) 

 

B-Text  Exploration (7pts) 

1) Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following (0,5) 

a) Position ( 1§)=………… b) problems( 2§)=……………….. 

   2)Complete the table (1,5 pts) 
 

Verb Noun 

………………………………. Advertisement 

To accept …………………………….. 

……………………………… invitation 

2) combine the following pairs of sentences using the correct connector between brackets 

(1,5pts) 

1) I ‘m going to the bank. I want to get some money. ( in order to/ neither.. nor) 

2) Erik Nowak is an enthusiastic person. Erik Nowak is a punctual person(Both ... and/ either…or) 

3) Kate doesn’t like the job. John doesn’t like the job ( neither.. nor/ so as not to) 

      3)Fill in the gaps with the right word from the following list( don’t need to , must not, itself,       

         have to) (2pts) 

1) The cat threw……………….. on my friend. 

2) Children ………………….spend too much time surfing on the net. 

3) To send an e-mail you……………access to the internet. 

4) Workers   …………….    Work  extra hours. 

5) Mark the stress on the following words  (1.5pts)                    

data  - sender-browser -  window  - punctual- delete         

Written Expression (5pts) Choose only one topic 

Topic one: Write a letter of application in response to this advert in AL-KHABAR 

NEWSPAPER “CONDOR Algerie “recruits an electronic engineer; we need a hardworking, 

dependable and punctual person. 

Applicant should have more than 2 years of experience and can deal with electronic 

devices Apply to :MR.Benhammadi /Zone d’activité Route de Msila Bordj-Bou-

Arreridj. 

Follow these instructions : Say where have you seen the advert, Introduce yourself, Mention your 

experience ,Closing : Regards(yours sincerely) 

Topic Two: Your cousin is stressed because of all his /her school work. Write a letter inviting 

him/her to go skiing with you during winter holidays. 

 

Good Luck 
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correction exam tcst 
 

Reading Comprehesion (8pts) 
 

1) The text is : a letter of application 

 

 
 

2) Say if the following sentences are true or false 

a) true 

b) false 

c) false 

3) Answer the questions according to the text 

1) He applies for the position of volunteer for the environmental awareness event 

2) The qualities and skills of Nowak are : He is a member of local environmental group , he produces 

weekly environmental awareness programme for the local radio station, he speaks English and polish 

fluently, he has also a basic knowledge in German, He is responsible and helpful person. 

3) Yes, he is . Because he has all the qualities which are needed for the 

job. 4) The referring words 

1 ) Which : the work of volunteer 2) myself: Erik Nowak 3) you :Stephanie Porter 

5) It is mentioned in the 2
nd

 

paragraph Text Exploration 

(7pts) 

1) Synonyms 

a) position = work b ) problems= 

issues 2) Complete the table 
 

Verb Noun 

To advertise advertisement 

To accept acceptance 

To invite invitation 

3 ) Combine the pairs of sentences using the correct connector 
 

1) I am going to the bank in order to get some money 
 

2) Erik Nowak is both an enthusiastic and a punctual person 
 

3) Neither Kate nor John like(s )the job 
 

4) Fill in the gaps with the right word 
 

1) The cat threw itself on my friend 
 

2) Children mustn’t spend too much time surfing on the net 
 

3) To send an e-mail you have to access to the internet 
 

4) Workers don’t need  to work extra-hours 
 

5) Mark the stress on the following words 
 

Data , Delete ,window, Sender , Punctual , Browser 
 

Written Expression(5pts) 


